BERKS, BUCKS AND OXON
BB&O Meetings are (normally) held first Tuesday of every month at The Gate, Bryants Bottom Road,
Great Missenden, Bucks, HP16 0JS. 8pm for 8.30.
To keep these evenings free please come from 7 pm and take advantage of our hosts excellent
food and beer!
FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Our next event is ‘Ladies Night’ with Sandy Lawson, on Tuesday 3rd September 2019. 8 pm for 8.30 at
our normal venue of The Gate, Bryants Bottom.
Sandy was secretary to BMC Competition Works Manager Peter Browning from 1968 until the
departments close in 1970. She would have dealt with much of admin regarding the Works rallies,
plus the World Cup and London to Sydney events. Later on Sandy competed similarly in her own car.
It will be refreshing to hear some experiences of Abingdon from the female perspective and hope some of
our lady rallyists will be able to join us.
Also this month, the HRCR BBO Area are pleased to pass on this Regularity Rally information:
The HRCR will be an invited club to the Dolphin MC 12 Car Regularity Rally to be held on the morning of
Sunday 8th September. This will be an event for newcomers (and old timers ) who wish to practice their
Regularity skills. Often plotting the route whilst at the same time trying to manage the timing can be a
daunting task and so on this event the route instructions will be very straightforward to enable
concentration on the timing. The route will defined by a marked map and tulip diagrams and speed tables,
in which the ideal times for the speed changes have been calculated, will be supplied. Map 174 is not
essential but a tripmeter (one on the speedometer will suffice) and a stopwatch (one on a smartphone will
do).
The 50-mile route over the Berkshire Downs starts and finishes at The Swan in East Ilsley and the entry
fee is £10.
If you feel this could be just the type of event for you, contact:
Dick Hall, 01235 832361, Richard.hall20@ btinternet.com or Alan Smith, 01491 628379,
biffo1@btinternet.com for more information and a copy of the Regulations and entry form.

